Five - 3D - Principles of Standard Humanism
The thought of Standard Human as the first fundamental step and mutation towards
amendment of human world, and eradicating the thousands year old effects of dominance of
Satanic ignorance and oppression and for guiding human wisdom and heart and spirit towards
human unity - which is the only tool in the hands of mankind and his only salvation from the
Satanic 10% - presents guidelines to mankind; We have clearly understood that the tool in the
hands of the Satanic 10% is creating schism and enmity among mankind, through whatever
means that might bring him closer to his ominous goal! And we have realized that to fight
this ominous satanic policy the only fighting way for mankind is human unity! Human unity
is something superior to the mere meaning of unity! If we want to establish unity among
mankind to conquer over the domination of Satanic 10%, it has to be a very special unity!
Billions of people living on this earth have thousands of religions, culture, languages and
rituals, how can we establish a unity among them which will be able to unite them in a way
that can solve their thousands year old problems!!! So when we speak of unity it is not a mere
figure of speech, as this will be just naivety; what we are talking about is human unity, not
tribal, racial, cultural, regional or political unity …; Human unity includes all human
beings, as a result it has to offer principles and solutions which include all human beings and
attracts the consent of all humans with their colorful array of varieties!!! The principles of
human unity should have such legitimacy, logic and great human backing to be able to attract
human opinion and make him ready to accept it; at the same time mankind has to evaluate his
own stance too! If some of these principles are not to his liking, he has to bear in mind that
the rule of unity against great satanic forces - which has ripped him away from the possibility
of having a life worthy of his status in the course of history - is much more important, which
as a result it might cause change of the world towards the well-being of the oppressed people
in this world.

The five principles of Standard Humanism are as follows:
1/ Belief in God. Whether a real and heartfelt one (Like what the followers of different
spiritual and divine religions and beliefs believe in it) or as a symbolic and conventional
one! As the absolute and ruling truth of the world and the only common point among
mankind where the true or even symbolic belief in God can create a healthy and humanistic
atmosphere, it is considered as the first point of human unity against the negative Satanic
forces and energies!
(This means that there is energy and a truth ruling our world which is the origin of all that
is right …). (Please refer to the pages: 314 & 316/ World-view of S. Humanism and Reality & Truth).
2/ Believing in a religion and faith or credible humanistic school of thought. From any
kind celestial, spiritual, social etc. which has positive and humane values!
(This means each man has the right to choose the path and method of his own life with
total knowledge and wisdom …).

3/ Believing in law, morality, culture and common universal human rights. Which is
derived from all the common points and teachings of all human beliefs and has been
compiled based on them; such as veracity and honesty, the right to enjoy a life worthy of
mankind, peace, equality and freedom and ….
(This means that in the universal culture of mankind the right of all should be considered …).
4/ Voting in favor of establishing the Worldwide Standard Human Society. Made up of
representatives from all the countries of the world to establish a group management for the
world which includes all the political, cultural, scientific, economical and spiritual areas,
while keeping the culture and sovereignty of all the countries in the world in a dynamic and
animated manner ….
(This means that we need an international organization which supports the rights and
belongings of us all so that we all have a life worthy of mankind …).
5/ Taking care of personal hygiene and spiritual and mental tranquility. In our personal
and social life ….
(This means we are wise species who need to live a life worthy of us …).
All these principles are very simple, understandable and practical; there is no
complicated or twisted fact in them! In spite of being simple and understandable they are
very deep and true; by accepting these five principles any positive man paves the way for
human unity and overcoming and defeating the Satanic 10%! The more people accept these
principles the stronger and wider human unity becomes and the road towards human peace
and salvation gets smoother; by acceptance and implementation of these five principles the
road is paved for annihilation of oppression and darkness, and schism and enmity and the
Satanic 10% is pulled into seclusion.
By accepting and implementing these principles, mankind of African and American
and European and Asian origin etc. with any kind of nationality, race, culture, religion and
human ritual reach a unity and equity together! As they will be all placed under the umbrella
of one common human culture, and as a result they will be all considered as human beings
and equal to one another! By accepting these principles any type of racial, regional, religious
and ideological dis-crimination will be eliminated, as following these principles will create an
atmosphere where everyone is respected and the rights of all individuals are considered in an
equal manner, and as a result the road to the penetration of Satanic 10% and schism will be
blocked by this unity ….
These five principles are the basis for human unity and becoming a role model
human being as a result! By accepting them while safe keeping our religion and race and
culture and language, at the same time we will believe in principles which will guarantee our
human and international unity (Through the culture it establishes and spreads in the world),
annihilates the penetration of Satanic 10%, and as a result eradicates the supremacy and
power seeking and schism spreading thoughts among us, and paves the way for establishing a
peaceful human life; we have to add that acceptance and belief in this human unity for the

10% who live among us is very difficult and unbearable, and from the very first moment of
announcement and spread of it, they will try to weaken and deteriorate and destroy it with a
vary of ominous and Satanic, empty and rootless excuses; … To weaken this thought they
might say that it is not possible and fanciful; it is the result of a European and or Asian and or
African thought … or the result of a Christian or Muslim or Hindu or … thought, and as a
result, they will do their best to make it ineffective; … a positive thought has its own positive
values and it might have some shortcomings and problems, but biased efforts to make it
ineffective is nothing but a satanic and ignorant confrontation; mankind is forced to be in a
continuous effort and to be thinking of correcting his universe, otherwise the negative forces
of Satanic ignorance and oppression and selfishness will not allow peaceful human life to
him.
Poor administration of countries, and suffering and poverty of the people of the world,
and the power seeking and supremacy of the Satanic and negative 10% with the will power
and unity of worthy people should be diminished and eradicated; schism and enmity and
supremacy should give way to friendship, brotherhood and equality and universal security;
this is the right of mankind; we need the best world, this can’t be achieved but with friendship
and peace, and unity of all the people of the world, and in an equal and equivalent manner; …
by accepting the five dimensional principles of Standard Humanism we won’t be losing
anything, but by cleansing our heart and soul from the bitter effects of schism making
mentalities, we will reach human unity, cordiality and respect and as a result we will reach
overall and universal peace and happiness and progress.
Standard Humanism presents the most humanistic solution to solving human
problems, in which the right, respect and equality of all human beings has been considered in
it; to this date, mankind has not experienced any complete culture and thought, which has
been common and acceptable, so that by accepting it he can reach his peace and universal
unity! Each thought and culture in a traditional way insists on making the world accept its
unilateral and limited principles; obviously under such circumstances no one will accept
forgoing his thought and belief and accept the unilateral thought of someone else! … The
only thought that can be accepted is one that considers the rights of everyone in a just and
universal manner; the thought of Standard Human by creating a common universal culture,
based on friendship and bilateral respect, will lead to human unity of mankind and
guarantees his peace and salvation.
Under the current circumstances of the world, each group only believes in himself
and considers himself to be superior; these groups and classes who all claim to have the
best solution to the problems of human world, are taking the world towards division and
schism each day by the disperse they sow in the world; but the thought of Standard Human by
establishing universal human culture and supervision of the world, will meet the ideals and
goals and perspectives of all groups and rituals in establishing a peaceful world, and at the
same time it will give the chance to different thoughts and ideas to grow and self-correct
themselves devoid of dilemmas of correcting the world, they will try to grow and correct
themselves internally!

In fact, the world making goals of all human thoughts and beliefs and
philosophies which seek human peace and materialistic and spiritual progress of
mankind will be visualized - in a more comprehensive and superior way - through the
complete and dynamic system and method of Worldwide Standard Human Society! And
the concerns of all universal thoughts of human society will be eradicated this way.
Standard Humanism is a thought which is beyond religion and politics and culture
which has a cleansing and purifying and guiding role for human life with the goal of a
complete life which is worthy of mankind; a worthy life which will meet the right of all
mankind with its universal management (Worldwide Standard Human Society)! A worthy
life in which the domination of negative forces, oppression, crime, killings, addiction and …
has reached minimum in it and will be eliminated in it, and an luminous human life with
greater and much higher perspectives than the second level of human life will be created in it
and become real in it; this is all because it relies on positive forces; because all the wisdom of
the world, riches of the world, management and policy of the world, and religion and beliefs
of the world have a share in building it! Mankind will reach great progress through his unity
and cooperation; much greater and magnificent than what he has achieved now!
Mankind (Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, Shinto, Taoist, Sikh, follower of
Confucianism, Zoroastrian, follower of Jainism, Jew, Communist, Secular, …) by accepting
the thought of Standard Human and its five dimensional principles (As the second layer of
their social identity and personality), will see greater ideals in front of themselves; by
accepting the thought of Standard Humanism and believing in its five principles and applying
them, human world will start changing and a great renovation which the Worldwide Standard
Human Society - which is the fourth level and world of human world - will form as an
extension to this change; Standard Humanism and the Worldwide Standard Human Society
will manage the human world in a new manner where there will be no trace of incompetent
governments, oppression, power seeking, poverty, corruption, assassination, insecurity and
… in human societies, and as a result undeveloped countries will reach the growth they are
worthy of, and social, cultural, political, religion, economical and scientific poverty will
become minimal and will be eliminated and wiped away from the face of the earth.

The world is being ruled and is under the control of the Satanic and ignorant 10%,
so as a result positive people (From any religion and ritual and race and nationality) should
unite and get coordinated with each other through a unifying thought which considers the
thoughts of all in order to defeat the satanic group and destroy them; defeating the Satanic
10% is equal to a life that is worthy of mankind.
The thought of Standard Human is the first common universal thought and
philosophy of mankind which compiles the positive universal culture; ….
The management of Standard Human will control human shortcomings and turn his
human management into a universal and pervasive one.

1/ Belief in God – God = equivalent to energy, and sovereignty and absolute truth of the
world, and rule of integrity and truthfulness (Either by belief coming from heart or by symbolic and
arbitrary one). Please also consider p. 307 God ….
God (here) is synonymous with peace and justice, which flourishes through all the colorful
and various human beliefs in order to guide the human race in the direction of the life they
deserve together with its full happiness based on the cultural, social, political and
geographical capacity and ability; consequently all the justice seeking and peace making
beliefs of the mankind is stemmed from God and truth of the world and therefore it is all
inclusive for the people under its shelter; though the path for their further growth and
eminence may be open!
A great part and percentage of the religious, phi-losophical and scientific sects and
beliefs in the world believe and trust in God and the creator and maker of the world, the force
dominating the world, the source of all goodness and all positive energy, etc. in fact by using
revelation, spiritual and immaterial beliefs or by scientific and logical proof human beings
reached the conclusion and belief that his creation and the creation of the world around him is
done by a special, conscious, dominating and governing force in the world and by specific
harmony and purpose which is not in vain, accidental and without purpose ….
By having a vast vision and a wide point of view in the existence we comprehend that
from the beginning there was a God and creator who dominated the infinite world and created
the existence with his will power and decision and decided to form this beautiful and
harmonious world; If we go to the roots of the formation of the world and go back we reach a
point where it is proven that the first element of existence was formed from nothingness and
there was volition and a certain will before its formation and creation which created it since
nothing will result from nothingness! unless there will be a will, volition, decision and
purpose which is what we refer to as creator and maker of the world and we take into
consideration and worship, since we know Him (God) didn’t create this amazing and
beautiful world without having any purpose and just by accident, and has an omnipresence to
watch the human behavior and faults; Therefore we pay attention to Him in order to get
inspiration from the goodness God shines upon us and reform our deeds and behavior so that
we could be worthy human beings; Belief in God has the least benefit and advantage of
assuring us that there is a great, positive and just power dominating the world that we can get
inspiration and energy from its goodness in order to perform our human deeds.
Belief in God transcends the human identity from the limited earthly level to the
depth of existence; belief in God, regardless of which religion or faith made us believe
in Him, results in a global unity among all the humankind! There exists, amongst a Christian
believer, a Muslim believer, a Hindu believer, a Buddhist believer, or other human
beings believing in any other belief who have faith in God (Existence of a higher power) a
certain joint delicate and humane feeling and they feel a certain friendship with respect to
each other, this feeling is an indication of the miracle of belief in God as a vehicle and factor

in the direction of creating human unity with others! (People who are under the impression of
impurities and schism and tension-filled vibe of the world today feel this invisible friendship
less than others …).
Belief in God (Positive energy dominating the world) is the greatest shield of human
beings; belief in God is the greatest human shield available to 70 percent of positive people!
Belief in God as the first principle of Standard Humanism results in the human unity among
all the humankind with any religion or faith (Material or spiritual)! This belief, whether it
would be a real one coming from the heart or a symbolic and arbitrary one! Will take all the
good and positive men under its cover and unite them against the 10 percent satanic ones ….
Among the people of the world, there is a great percentage that believes God in their
heart and worships Him; yet, there is a percentage who believe Him and its existence but
does not worship it in accordance with a religion or faith and only believe that there is a God,
whether effective and having an influence on human life or without any effect and concern
about the daily affairs of human life; there is yet another group who basically does not
believe in the existence of God at all! but are among the good and positive one of the
humankind and are against the 10% satanic ones; Here, this question comes to mind that how
the Standard Humanism can convince this group to believe in God and basically what is to be
considered as the definition of the belief in God in this discussion based on the Standard
Humanism?! The answer is, based on what was said before, belief in God (God as in the
scientific and philosophical definition not the everyday traditional one! In traditional sense people
assume God is a person and constantly ask Him money …), as the first principle of Standard

Humanism in the path of human kind unity against the Satanic 10%, whether as a real belief
coming from the heart or just a symbolic one in order to create a unifying factor among the
humankind, is considered to be crucial! Human beings require the unity among its kind;
without the human unity - which can unite them regardless of any religion, faith, nationality
and race - it cannot resist against and be victorious against the 10 percent satanic ones who
are equipped with all the negative energy and all the satanic and anti-human techniques and
tricks!
The group which does not believe in God if con-sidered as the positive human beings,
shall believe that with this symbolic belief, they are actually announcing their readiness to
participate in the fight of good against evil and play their role for the purpose of unity of all
the 70 percent of the positive kind! Their least cooperation in this path and accompanying
their world-mates can result in liberating the world from the negative dominance of
ignorance and satanic cruelty and prepare the grounds for human growth as much as possible;
for them, this is merely a symbolic belief - synonymous with truthfulness and integrity law
- which can officially put them in the category of Standard Human World; This does not
conclude in the obligation and commitment such as having a religious belief or performing a
religious ritual; it is in fact an excuse to accept one principle of all the unifying and
humanistic aspects of Standard Humanism! A human being who believes in the unity against
the enemy called ignorance and satanic hegemonies should play its role and performs its duty
for the purpose of global peace making and justice by accepting this fact which will result in

the benefit of all the humankind; … belief in God unifies the positive side of the world
against ignorant and cruel evils.
Therefore, based on the thought and philosophy of Standard Humanism, human
identity will develop into a complete two-fold identity:
In the first fold, it will believe in the Standard Humanism in order to reach the human
unity and peace and by this belief, it will reach unity and understanding with other human
beings from any race, color and faith (Which the ultimate philosophy and ideology is
unifying humankind and does not seek nothing more); in the second fold, since the Standard
Humanism goes beyond religion and is universal, it will keep its personal religion and faith
(If they have a real belief in God, they will continue their heartfelt and spiritual worship and
if they seek to unfold the scientific and logical secret of their creation and the existing world,
they are free to continue their scientific and philosophical efforts) .…
The Standard Human believes in the wholeness of human personality, and therefore
by creating the thought and philosophy of Standard Humanism enters the human personality
into a humanistic and two-fold world; in the first fold, he sees the depth of philosophy and the
infinite ideology of him in the humanistic unity with the purpose of reaching peace and
tranquility of humankind and controlling the Satanic 10 percent and cutting their access to
humankind possessions and by making such effort a humanistic life will be possible for him;
in the second fold, considering the philosophy and deep belief in respecting the opinion of
others and human thoughts, he is left free to utilize all his scientific and logical efforts and
deep spiritual and heartfelt sincerity for the purpose of fulfilling religious tasks and specific
school of thought belonging to him.
Standard Humanism respects all the credible hu-manistic beliefs and preserves the
right of everyone for having a certain lifestyle and philosophy; Standard Hu-manism
concerns all the humankind and not a specific group having a certain religion or faith.
The name of God (In this context, as the law of truthfulness and integrity which is present in all the
material and immaterial belief systems) on the top of Standard Humanism and Worldwide Standard
Human Society is a logo that covers the positive people’s world and unite them together; ….
In the Standard Humanism philosophy, the concept of God (The truth of the world
of existence) is considerable from two points of view:
1/ From the social point of view - regarding the dominant and absolute truth of the
universe and the rule of truthfulness and integrity which is revealed through all the peace and
justice seeking humanistic religions and beliefs (Religious, social or political = material or
immaterial) and through passing through the path of reason, heart and soul in different places
and times to guide the humankind to a more rightful life style (Having various titles! and
based on their capacity) directly or indirectly .…

2/ From the personal point of view - friend, creator and energy provider which elevates
the spiritual state of him through celestial connection (By all means of worship, meditation,
yoga, etc. and by the teachings of various re-ligions); therefore, pure connection with Him
increases the spiritual capacity of mankind in opposition with the difficulties and hardships of
life and - by comprehending the truth in a better way - will ultimately result in the human
beings having a more wholesome life in this world and a better one in the future ones (Whether
in this world or others) .…

2/ Believing in a religion and faith or credible humanistic school of thought
Believing in a religion and faith or a credible peace and justice seeking school of thought or
philosophy (Including: Abrahamic, Hindu, Chinese, Indigenous, Political, Social, Cultural, etc. ) which has positive and humanistic values - the second principle of Standard Humanism is in
establishing human unity and as the result creating a worthy world away from the Satanic 10
percent domination, which will lead to decreasing and eliminating the impact of illiteracy and
hegemonies on man’s life by creating a friendly and respectful atmosphere and increasing the
level of consciousness of people - that happens as the natural response to of sincere study - in
order to find the supreme belief in an individual.

Based on the thought of the Standard Human being all the credible, peace and justice
seeking religions (Material or immaterial) have a root in the truth of the universe! through
passing along mind, heart or soul and since they all follow the purpose of avoiding illiteracy
and cruelty and establishing justice and peace, they all - holding any name and philosophy are credible in their own realm, therefore it is necessary for a worthy and exceptional human
being that as a proof of his human understanding and wisdom and also along the path of
establishing justice and peace in his society, to have faith in one of the credible religions or
school of thoughts and make his life purposeful and dynamic by believing in such matter.
Having faith in a humanistic belief gives human beings identity and social credibility
while without having such faith and purposeful principles, human beings will be aimless and
clueless from the spiritual and psychological perspectives …!
Without having faith and belief in his identity, human beings will go in the direction
of nihilism and worldly intentions and his life become senseless, rootless, feeble and
worthless .…
Having faith and belief in a religion with purpose - from any religious, political or
social type - will further complete the individual and social personality of man ….
In facing with the daily issues of life, man would get tangled up in different moral and
social challenges and without having a credible and proper identity and thought framework
he cannot find a solution to his problems and therefore will face various spiritual issues and
dilemmas; human soul (Together with his heart and mind) requires a proper identity and

belief (Having faith in any worthy humanistic belief) and cannot be left alone to rely on his
own mind in everyday life issues ….
The history of human beings is the biggest proof of the importance of having a
religion and faith and further proves that human beings in all the historical eras - from
primitive to advanced societies - all accepted the need for a belief in the form of a religious,
political, philosophical or any school of thought which gives harmony to the personality of
human beings, and this is part of the culture and civi-lization of man.
Without having a belief, humankind will be lost and without any identity! Having a
belief creates an agreeable psychological and heartfelt peace and assurance which the human
soul requires; more important is that a modern role model respectful human being requires to
accept a credible humanistic belief (According to his own understanding and recognition) in
order to reach an understanding of mutual respect with others in the developed world of
today, otherwise, he cannot experience this mutual feeling in his world and with his
entourage and therefore cannot reach the inner peace and tranquility ….
An individual, who does not believe in any belief from all the hundreds of different
and varied beliefs, practically cannot reach the intuition that he needs and has to respect
other's beliefs! He, who believes in a belief and his belief stems from consciousness and
recognition, finds it necessary and crucial to respect other beliefs in order to create mutual
respect; therefore, accepting a belief - based on study, recognition and awareness - creates an
atmosphere of mutual respect between human beings! And therefore strengthens the
friendliness and peace amongst human beings ….
Having faith in a credible humanistic belief simplifies the conditions for creating and
accepting the common culture of mankind based on the supreme law and ultimate truth
which is a part of all the humanistic beliefs and ideas ….
Having a humanistic belief is quite necessary since it will raise the awareness of man
regarding the laws governing societies and changes a regular human being into a conscious,
social and cultural one which can play an effective role in his individual destiny and that of
his society and the world ….
Having belief leads mankind to participate the destiny of his world and makes him a
true perfect man ….
Having faith creates a certain feeling of equality, brotherhood and friendship among
the ones who share the same thought and assures him that he lives in a society in which
others by believing in a belief are considered friend, brother and equal; in such condition,
where a humanistic atmosphere is dominant, an individual would be ready to help, cooperate
and devote himself in case a complication occurs to his brother and reach a certain deep
satisfaction as the result that comes with an immaterial happiness which would not have been
possible in an atmosphere lacking friendship and unity and he wouldn’t be able to experience
such immaterial depth, sweetness and high spirit ….

And finally, having a humanistic belief is the right of every person and will cause the
social atmosphere to get warmer and friendlier so that life can be more peaceful and tranquil.
The personal and social advantages and benefits of having faith in a belief are very
deep and uncountable, that is why the Standard Humanism emphasizes on establishing a
world which is complete, dynamic and worthy world in which so that the human beings make
an effort to choose a belief among all the existing and accredited ones in order to preserve
their personal, social and universal soundness and observe its rules and practice it correctly
and honestly.
The advantages of having a humanistic belief and religion are very deep and
uncountable, but the emphasis of Standard Humanism is more on the part which:
1/ Will increase the level of awareness and literacy of human beings regarding other
religions and faiths, as the result of performing sincere studies to find the supreme belief
based on his spirit and needs.
2/ Will make him understand that others are free to choose their own belief based on
their capacities, abilities and preference and practice it, so he respects all the beliefs.
3/ Sincere study on humanistic beliefs in the quest for finding the supreme belief, will
make mankind aware of the historical impurities imposed on religions and beliefs, and will
persuade him to choose the purest and more truthful one, so that he could increase his growth
and level of awareness and that of his society which will result in growth and purity.
4/ Performing studies correctly and the urge to find the belief and religious truth,
will weaken and decrease the domination of satanic illiterates on humanistic beliefs and
the mind of their followers.
5/ The top advantage is that studying and finding the suitable belief will elevate the
personality of an individual from a regular man to a worthy human being.
Regarding faith and belief in a credible thought, it is crucial to observe the following
points:
1/ A fine, civilized, conscious and wise human being shall choose his religion and
faith through performing studies and doing researches according to his understanding,
comprehension and capacities and capabilities - of reason, heart and soul - with utmost
consciousness.
Random, heretical and family choices … do not have enough credibility! An
individual who can find his best suited belief based on study and research in humanistic
beliefs - according to his recognition - does not deserve to limit himself to a belief based on
traditions which is not in harmony with his spiritual, mental and heartfelt abilities and merely
creates a traditional attachment in him resulting in weakening and limiting his humanistic
growth!
In a dynamic humanistic world, correct choice of the best belief based on personal
capacity and capability will result in that the individual primarily practicing his belief
teachings having proper recognition and consciousness and secondly he can go on living
having humanistic sanity and a more dynamic humanistic identity as the result of his wise

and conscious choice and his true belief; The main purpose here is for man to have a true
study and recognition about his faith and other beliefs; The least advantage of such study is
that he realizes that there are other human beings living with faith in other beliefs which are
respectful and credible for them ….
2/ Since a human being believed in his belief by performing studies and
recognition, he will consider the equal right for believers of other credible and respectful
beliefs; because as he expects others to respect his choice, he in turn respect others in this
regard.
This logic and analysis is one of the first steps in eliminating the illiterate domination
of the Satanic 10 percent on the mind of some people who believe that their belief is the best
one and do not respect other human beings which result in the continuation of religious
tensions among people in the world.
3/ The domination of the Satanic10 percent is so strong which creates an absurd mind
set in some of the followers of humanistic beliefs that they should not respect or credit the
followers of other beliefs coming from different races and nations; however, if they were
born in such societies themselves! They would have seen their current belief strange and
would not accept it! Since this group, coming from any race or nation, believe in their
heretical belief and are prejudiced without any study or research, believe only their own
belief and consider it the best one while considering the rest and other religions and beliefs
unjust, illiterate and non-credible!
4/ The superior belief is the one which is practiced by its followers in the most
ideal, purest and most peaceful form, and should not be a tool in the hand of the Satanic 10
percent by which they would spread hostility, tension, racism and hegemonies in the world!
5/ The humanistic beliefs are the rules and regulations of the human world and each
one is formed based on the specific cultural, social, temporal and local conditions and
situations which exist in a specific region of the world, therefore, its ideal and dynamic form
will appear only in that part of the world; Thus, it is impossible to imagine that one day all
the beliefs of the world would dominate the whole world! Instead, it can be imagined that
each belief would be flourished in its geographical area (Considering its capacity and how
universal it is) in its best, most ideal and most peaceful form and as the aggregation of
humanistic, peaceful, positive and supreme qualities of them an international rule would be
devised which would be acceptable by all the beliefs and human nations in order to manage
and guide the world by its use; and that would be nothing but the ultimate truth and ultimate
humanistic rule governing the world which is internalized in heart and soul of mankind by his
creator and all the right-minded people would confirm this using their logic and try to
practice it .…
Belief identity and having a humanistic ideology is what gives mankind a
personality discipline which would turn him from a regular human being to a perfect one.

3/ Believing in law, morality, culture and common universal human rights
A fine, worthy and Standard Human being knows that all the recognized and credible human
beliefs are stemmed from truth and are transmitted from creator, energy and ultimate truth of
the world, because he believed in his belief upon study and recognition; therefore, he finds
the supreme rule to be humanistic rule which is the rule set worth in accordance with the
essence and nature of the human being; that is, the rule which orders truthfulness, peace and
justice and consequently that rule is the humanistic rule which can be recognized through
mind, heart and soul of mankind; human beings, believe in this rule and practice it through direct or indirect - connection of his soul with the universal supreme truth and through his
mind and heart; all the human beings are able to recognize and confirm this supreme rule!
This is the rule which was discovered and practiced by all religions, faiths and philosophies
(Whether material or immaterial; or religious, political, etc.) all the time in the history ….
The human universe has only one ultimate rule which is like a fixed subject depicted
by different painters and therefore has endless appearances; They all have the same form,
with the same subject but are different in appearance because they were depicted by different
people in different times, look different on the surface; They all order and guide men to
humanity, justice, truthfulness, honesty and physical and spiritual sanity; Consequently, a
fine human being would respect all the humanistic beliefs and chooses between all the one
which is more in harmony with his culture and spirit and let it guide him in the path of
growth and material and immaterial improvement; He extracts and practices the mutual
universal rule which is the truthfulness rule from the mutual points of all the religions and
beliefs.
Primarily, the harmony of human life will result from this supreme rule and ultimate
truth! The harmony of man’s life and the law of managing the human life are established on
the human unity and peace and results from material and immaterial dynamic improvement
of the human society justly and for every one; this harmony which is based on the Standard
Humanism thinking is only possible through universal management of Worldwide Standard
Human Society; the result of this humane and universal management of Standard Humanism
is codifying the charter of morality and belief and that of the human rights!
This lawful dynamic stemming makes the sanity of the human world and completes
observation of the human rights possible and takes the needs of all the people into
consideration and tries to fulfill them; Therefore, it gives the universal peace an ultimate and
consistent stability; A kind of peace which will result in the great growth of human beings
and will last forever.
Some of these common laws of human life in the moral, cultural and legal respects
- which stem from the Standard Humanism point of view - are:
1- The right of having the worthy human life and its material and immaterial gifts.
2- The freedom of choice and opinion and belief identity (Having religion and belief).

3- The right for benefiting from legitimate individual and social freedom.
4- Observing and strengthening unity and solidarity, and the kind of peace worthy of
human beings.
5- Worthy human life together with honesty, wisdom and thought.
6- Politeness, respect and observing social character of society.
7- Avoiding hostility and animosity using religion and policy.
8- Generosity, charity and assisting others.
9- Avoiding cruelty, illiteracy and ignorance.
10- Observing justice and equity.
11- Acquiring knowledge.
….
Truth is a constant and flowing concept which is present everywhere, in all the places
and times; Truth through thought and logic, and reason, heart and soul of mankind in all the
eras of the human life acts as light of his guidance so that it to guides man to find the way of
his life! Truth passes through the soul of pure, sane and truth seeking human beings and finds
its legitimacy upon heartfelt and logical confirmation; truth is very dynamic, flowing, alive
and fluid; all the good human being would benefit from its un-derstanding; however, the level
of their comprehension of the truth is not the same and depends on the sanity of oneself,
knowledge, good thinking, logic and their capacity and spiritual capabilities! (In this regard and
to reach the truth there are different criteria in different schools of thought such as: instinct, revelation, tradition,
habit, intuition, mutual understanding, logical connection etc .). Please also consider pages 312, 314 & 316 = Truth
….

Belief in the common universal law which was depicted through reason and heart
and soul of human beings throughout the history means that in the universal life the right
of all the beliefs and religions shall be considered as equal; This conclusion and world-view
results in establishing the Worldwide Standard Human Society and its management which
considers the right of everyone, and as it continues and based on this universal law which
votes in favor of truthfulness and honesty, justice and observation of the right of all the
beliefs and all the human beings, it is the time for codifying moral and faith charter of the
global society and then after global human rights; Countries and cultures are free in
constituting their laws and their moral and behavioral culture in their own countries as long
as it would not have any negative international impact; … Regarding the global political
morality, it shall be mentioned that at the time being and in the situation and reality of the
first level of human life, the global moral is Machiavellistic in most parts of the world!
Although, there is a tendency towards mutual understanding through establishing
international laws and consistency and commitment (In some countries), the current moral
and culture of the world is stained and is under the control of the Satanic 10 percent and it
can only be eradicated through establishing the Worldwide Standard Human Society; in the
Worldwide Standard Human Society the policy would lead to equilibrium and would get
concentrated on the management, growth and all-inclusive development of the world as the
result of humanistic and comprehensive manage-ment of the world and haltering the Satanic
10 percent; Therefore, the political moral of the world would reach its clear meaning and can
be accessible.

In order to better understand the common moral and culture of the world and the effect
that believing in it can have on consolidating peace and unity of the mankind, we bring
an example here:
There are various colors around us; colors are present everywhere and are the outer
and apparent layer and the main and illustrated part of everything; one of the most delicate
and beautiful parts of our life are flowers; when we look at flowers, in the first level, their
color attracts our attention and then their shape and form would enter our mind.
Colors, beyond the material cover of the world and the things around us, have
penetrated in our spirit and taste as well, since we consider our favorite color in our choices
as important as colors have direct connection with our spirit and by choosing our favorite
color we reach a more complete satisfaction and peace in our choice.
Colors have different varieties; considering their specifics of light or dark, purity of
the color and their color inclusion (Yellow, red, blue ...) the colors in the world around us are
plenty ….
Now let us consider dividing the three main colors (Based on the interest in the color)
into some groups: the group which prefers the yellow color on one side, the red group on
another side and yet the blue group on another side; in such situation, do you think we can
ask the yellow group to quit liking the yellow color and join the red group?! Or the admirers
of blue invite the other two groups to their group and claim that the blue color is the more
complete one and the best?! It is for sure that none of the above groups would quit their
choice and belief to join other groups! ….
Consider that these three groups are willing to perform a social act all together; it is
quite obvious that each group consider itself more competent and better in performing the act
and believe that it can reach the best decisions by relying on its supreme beliefs and get completely successful! The yellow group would say we can prove we are the best and most
capable by all our beliefs and all our ideologies and all our scientists; the red group which is a
fair group considers the statement of the yellow group but would give a negative answer at
last! We, by using all our scientists and all our beliefs would prove that we are more just and
shall be prioritized; the blue group would think about the opinion of the first two groups
deeply and with honesty, but since like the other two, can only see itself and its po-ssessions
would reach the conclusion that it is the ultimate truth! ....
What is the solution?
By doing a more detailed study we will realize that the base and root of all colors is the white
color or in fact the light; we only need to put a prism in the direct sunlight, we can see that
colorful rays of light would come out of it so it is revealed that the origin and root of colors is
the light, apparently the truth is revealed by this discovery:

None of the three colors or any other color is con-sidered the main color, but the
ultimate and supreme truth is white and light! ….
When you would say yellow, I would say blue and someone else would say red, we
are three separate beings but if I would say a common and humanistic rule for all the
religions and beliefs and you would say a common and humanistic rule for all the religions
and beliefs and the third person would say the same thing …, our relation would be a perfect
and humanistic one; which is in accordance to our position and dignity and this is the truth of
unity and belief in one international rule which is practiced among all the human beings by
preserving all their colorful beliefs which lead mankind to complete mutual understanding,
friendship, peace, bliss and prosperity.
The members of one team feel more friendship and closeness with each other and feel
more proximity with one another in happiness and sadness but the members of two different
groups, no matter how fine they are with each other would consider each other different and
apart and rival; the group of positive human beings having the clear humanistic rules such as
truthfulness, justice, generosity; avoiding ignorance, cruelty etc. is the only worthy group
which can be confirmed by majority of the people of the world, and by getting a member of it
one can get what is worthy of human beings through the Worldwide Standard Human
Society.
When the common rule of truthfulness and honesty (Among all ideologies) is executed
and peace and justice would be established, God will be present in the social level.

4/ Voting in favor of establishing the Worldwide Standard Human Society
(The Universal Society of Standard Human)
Each worthy human being votes in favor of establishing the Worldwide Standard Human
Society with the goal of managing and guiding the developed world universally (Through
Standard Humanism website or the Facebook page of the Standard Humanism); because he
believes that the organization of the best of the world in a universal association is the most
suitable and peaceful way of preserving his world; the Worldwide Standard Human Society
manages and guides the world affairs in a specific way, using a universal system and a
comprehensive global management in all the religious, political, cultural, scientific and
economic aspects and their subsets such as world security, industries, tourism, healthcare,
sport and all the subsets related to the main five aspects in a modern and basic way!
The Worldwide Standard Human Society is the superior and organizational part of the
universal management of the human world and each country is independent in its own affairs
and handles its own civil affairs by getting universal cooperation, assistance, guidance and
orientation based on their needs; countries have weaknesses in managing their own affairs but
they can reach a faster growth simultaneous with preserving their independence through
benefiting from universal assistance and cooperation; in fact, The new universal system

based on the Standard Humanism recommended method, is a universally democratic and
federal one.
The Worldwide Standard Human Society, by using mutual reasoning and prospects of
mankind would manage and guide the world; this universal society is the pinnacle of the
human unity with the purpose of creating a peaceful and developed life which would not
come across any obstacles in the path of its positive and dynamic movement! The
organization and management system of the Worldwide Standard Human Society is so big,
developed and vast that would lead the global society to growth and development, stronger
than any other engine in all the material and immaterial aspects! The Standard Humanism
will wipe out the world off the penetrating Satanic and ignorant 10 percent by the use of its
very powerful reformist tools and would prepare the grounds for the all-inclusive
advancement of mankind in a way that it would amaze man of him and his advancement.
The Worldwide Standard Human Society is the result of the will power of the positive
forces of the humanistic world; The forces which regain its destiny from the 10 percent
selfish and power seekers through different religions, beliefs, policies and cultures and would
move toward the pinnacle of humanism, a move without any halt with the ultimate
amazement and astonishment .…
Human beings, in the current background of its life, have done valuable efforts in the
direction of globalism; voting in favor of establishing the Worldwide Standard Human
Society can be the next big step; (The Worldwide Standard Human Society’s management and
system will be forwarded with the full details in the fourth step and level of the human life ).

5/ Taking care of personal hygiene and spiritual and mental tranquility; In
our personal and social life …
The biggest social problem of the human world is the issue of observing the personal,
collective, social and universal sanitation! Without sanitation mankind is not healthy; without
sanitation man would be paralyzed and immovable, its great financial resources will go to
waste, he will suffer and his life would be aimless! physical illnesses will consume him and
the possibility to work, live and comfort will be dragged away from him; meanwhile, the
spiritual and mental sicknesses will make him a dangerous and lonesome being; therefore,
observing physical and spiritual sanitation is the biggest issue of human beings; in order to
make him healthy and cheerful and this cannot be realized unless the world will be safe,
healthy, and wealthy and only by having vast universal management and control and through
thorough material and immaterial and advanced Standard Humanism system!
A fine human being is a clean and sane one; a fine human being is a wise and
respectful one; just as the Standard Humanism depicts it and creates the necessary grounds
and conditions for being a fine human being for all mankind in an equal way!

Personal, collective, family, physical, mental, food, public, social and professional …
sanitation is among the most important sanitation discussions in the world and observing it
makes the human life sane and immune from sickness, suffering, poverty and misery ….
Forming and existence of inhuman and evil groups in the societies is a proof of the
spiritual and mental imbalance in life.

Result of discussion
These five fundamentals are designed to form an identity which is called humanity, a
standard and worthy world; in establishing the universal and global basics it is crucial to
choose and design the priorities! We should get out of our physical and earthly self and see
ourselves in an ultra-human way; the universal humanity fundamentals cannot be viewed
from the limited earthly point of view! How can we aim and consider the universal humanity
with a limited and unilateral view point! How can an Asian establish a just set of rules,
preserving the right of the Asian, European, African and American, and for someone else in
another part of the world without getting out of the Asian culture and pattern of thought! An
American, African or any other human being can only consider justice when he would get out
of his pattern and consider the subject from the view point of a human! How can a Christian,
Muslim or some other believer would establish some basics by which his right and that of
others would be observed ultimately and equally! Therefore, in designing the fundamentals of
the human society we should be ultimately human and even ultra-human! We should equip
ourselves with the wisdom, logic and knowledge of the whole history of humanity and study,
consider and establish the human truth and right - as a human - in an unprejudiced and honest
way!
By having this logic and from an honest and un-prejudiced view at identity,
personality and rights of human beings and as the first factor and reason and excuse in
finding a mutual motivation to unite mankind, there exists the belief in God! A balanced and
logical human being, without considering their real or unreal belief in the creator of the
universe can approve that he is created on this earth! That means his life and his creation had
a beginning and he is a creation and therefore had a creator; the same creator we call nature
or a God or multiple Gods or the energy who organized the world! ... Whatever we call it, is
the proof of the truth that there is an intelligence governing our world which mankind
confirms its existence; whether through his logic and wisdom or supernatural revelations or
any other humanistic logic …; anyway, there exists a superior being which mankind believes
in it since the day he started thinking about his existence on this earth and will continue
believing in; This superior and higher truth in the life of man as his first common point which
can be the best acceptable excuse of him in its way to unity has the utmost importance;
believing in this superior and higher truth of man’s life is the first human unity principle on
this planet; believing in God and the superior truth of this world, from which all the harmony
of the world and all the truth and righteous elements stem from, that positive energy gives a
certain assurance and encouragement to mankind that makes him consider his creation and

life meaningful and purposeful and consider a kind of identity for his being that goes beyond
material form and is valuable; believing in God and creator and the force that formed the
existence, whether in the deep and real sense or in the arbitrary and symbolic sense, is the
urgent need of the dynamic human life; Without having such a belief, human life would
become small and limited; Therefore, the Standard Humanism used the belief in God to reach
the first principle of human unity and the first factor that can shelter him and the rest of the
world with the united and common identity .…
When we talk about mankind and humanism, law and peace, and the truthfulness and
integrity, the name of the nourisher of the world = dominating energy and truth and the law
of truthfulness and integrity shall be put first; the name of the nourisher and creator of the
world shall be put first in the human world and a great credibility would be given to the world
of existence as the result; (God is not a person, It (He) is a vast-wise-energy; …).
To continue, since the Standard Human is a symbol of an intelligent and superior
creature being, has the personality and credibility to choose any of the credible human
religion, belief and school of thoughts (Material or immaterial) having a distinguished
humanistic value through his soul, wisdom and heart and choice, in the realm of his
capabilities in order to consider it as the law of man making and personal and social identity
making to form and complete his humanistic personality by its use; therefore, the Standard
Humanism as the second principle of three dimensional principles of human unity respects
human beings in such a way that enables them to choose their own belief; a human being who
accepts a belief by using knowledge and study, respects other beliefs too; but the one who
believes in a belief only by tradition, without sufficient studies and by prejudice, whether it’s
a humanistic belief and an ideal one or not, finds himself superior in interaction with others in
the world and con-sequently in order to satisfy his need for seeking power and superiority,
creates tension in the global society and put humanistic peace in danger; these kinds of
people, no matter in which society or environment they were born, find themselves superior
and superior to others!
The second principle of Standard Humanism has a considerable effect in creating
peace, security and insuring the global peace and it fortifies the respect and unity among
human beings through observing the mutual respect regarding their thought.
Such a human being who, by believing in God and the ultimate truth of the world and
in the continuation through study and honest choice of belief accepts one for himself, reach a
higher level of wisdom and that is through study of belief systems he realizes the fact that all
the humanistic beliefs whether material or immaterial are rooted in justice and truthfulness
and so he finds common grounds in them; therefore, such a worthy human being in his
universal interactions comes to the conclusion that the common law of the human society
shall be organized as association of humanistic common grounds of all the beliefs and
through special emphasis on respecting thoughts of others; this worthy human being, in the
discussion of universal law, culture and morality does not force his cultural opinion and
belief because he believes in mutual respect, and as the result considers the common
specifications of the beliefs and mutual respect to the personality of others, the grounds for

his universal morality, culture and law; This principle which is the third principle of the
Standard Humanism elevates the solidity, arrangement and identity of human beings and
gives him a kind of intuition to maintain such a worthy world and keep it from the danger of
collapse and influence of ignorant and negative forces who want to spread hostility!
This is where the Standard Humanism presents its fourth principle and guarantees that
peace and sane humanistic life up to reaching the unseen and unimaginable stages for the
contemporary human being (Regarding reaching the pinnacle of extraordinary material or
immaterial advancement) is organized by it; the fourth principle is the decision to constitute
the Worldwide Standard Human Society! The Worldwide Standard Human Society is able to
reach mankind to the level he deserves to in all aspects of his human life and enters man into
the third millennium of his life! Such a human being has one stage left to complete in the path
of being a Standard Human being and that is the fifth stage; The fifth stage is of utmost
importance and has a value equal to that of the first four ones; the fifth principle is observing
sanity, observing physical and spiritual sanity …; a Standard Human being values his
personal and social sanity; the human world shall have the utmost sanity and a Standard
Human is a sane being whether physically, personally, socially or mentally and spiritually;
spiritual peace and sanity has a value equal to that of physical and corporal one; a worthy
human being is a respectful and sane one and that is the person who can understand the truth
….
The third millennium human being, considering all this knowledge and science, and
material and immaterial development, is not a primitive and conventional being anymore and
shall elevate himself and make himself worthy of the status of Standard Human through
equipping himself with humanistic and superior principles.
The five principles of Standard Humanism create an identity and personality in
every one of the human beings and by accepting the principles make all equal, whether
African, American, European or Asian in any corner of the world with any color or race,
language, religion and nationality, maintaining their origin and belongings; since they all
believe in the principles which make all equal, the same level of wisdom and respect each
other; a kind humanistic respect, the one that make all equal.
Standard Humanism and the administration of the Worldwide Standard Human
Society make all the mankind equal regarding the right of benefiting from an affluent life
without suffering and poverty! Worldwide Standard Human Society organization answers the
needs for human life such as proper housing, proper job, proper education, proper hygiene,
proper entertainment and sports etc. by its universal management and by benefiting from
wealth and wisdom of the world in the service of man ….

http://standardhumanism.org

Promoting Standard Humanism for the sake of all …
Any peace-loving and pure human being needs to promote and strengthen the
belief of Standard Humanism in order to gift the ideal and best imaginable
world to mankind which will change the human life for the sake of all (politics,
religions, beliefs, ideas, cultures, races, and people of the world…) to eliminate
all the failures, ignorance, oppression, superstition etc. and shine the life of
human beings on this earth;
This can be done by: speaking, advertising and any other ways of promoting
you can and desire.
In order to promote the Idea of Standard Humanism (In its worldwide tour) you
can also donate to:
Account No. 30886398269
Name: Dariush Ghasemian Dastjerdi
State Bank of India; Karnataka, Mysore - Main Branch: Code No. 3130
Swift Code: SBININBB 170

And how to fulfill it?!
1/ Adopting and voting for Standard Humanism!!!
2/ Read the book and teach the five principles of Standard Humanism!
3/ Establishing NGOs of Standard Humanism!
4/ Establishing Worldwide Standard Human Society (The Universal Society of Standard
Human) in the place of UN!!!
Download and send the book of Standard Humanism to your friends!

To human unity and elimination of the ignorance and oppression
of "the Satanic 10%" in human societies!
Standard Humanism is a kind of belief system! Which:
1 – Spreads to public life thru believe in its 5 principles….
2 – Thru the NGOs of Standard Humanism works officially.
3 – By establishing "Worldwide Standard Human Society" - in the place of UN - changes
and purifies human life of mankind!

Vote for Standard Humanism any vote will make the world nearer to what we really deserve.
http://standardhumanism.org

